
Week 1:
in-/il-/im-/ir-

Week 2:
 

-er/-or/-ian
Week 3:

 

sub-/suf-/
sup-/sur-/suc-

Week 4:
 

-ible/-able
Week 5:

 

peri-/circum-

insecure magician suburban laughable circumnavigate

performer surreal implausible circumstances

impractical helper surrender deplorable circumnavigation

irreversible weightlifter subscribe legible circumference

irrational manipulator succinct expendable circumscribed

incompetent manager readable circumvent

illiterate reporter substandard peaceable periscope

immature aviator supplement credible periphery

irresponsible producer supplanted tangible perimeter

illegal collectors succeed comparable periodic

Week 6: 
-ture/-sure

Week 7: 
uni-/bi-/tri-

Week 8: 
-ward/-wise

Week 9: ambi-/
amphi-/omni-

Week 10: 
-tion/-sion

creatures universe awkward ambivalent distinction

capture biped wayward omnipresent selection

cultures binoculars afterward amphitheaters extinction

exposure unique crosswise ambitious discussion

mixture triad lengthwise amphibian profession

texture trio backward omniscient excavation

leisure uniform downward omnivorous impression

treasure tripod onward ambidextrous division

composure unicorn likewise ambiguous predictions

closure biweekly otherwise inscriptions
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Week 11: 
mal-/dys-/caco-

Week 12: 
-ness/-tude

Week 13: 
under-/over-

Week 14: 
-ist/-ology/-ism

Week 15: 
dia-/trans-

dystopian illness oversized cardiology dialects

maltreated wellness undergrowth archaeology dialogue

malnourished aptitude overfarming cardiologist translator

dysfunctional altitude undercurrent archaeologist diagram

malformed latitudes undercover journalist diagonally

malicious fondness overpower activism transaction

malady magnitude overused activist transparent

cacophony fairness overdoing journalism transgression

malware attitude undergoing realist transmit

malfunction solitude overcome feminist transcend

Week 16: 
-ive/-ish

Week 17: 
pro-/pre-

Week 18: 
-ling/-let

Week 19: 
con-/com-/co-

Week 20: 
-ize/-ise

peckish preoccupied hamlet committees advertising

innovative provisions piglets cooperate hypothesized

supportive progressing inlet concert summarize

oafish prepared droplets companions emphasize

peevish proactive booklet cohabit devise

foolish propel seedlings coincidence antagonize

nightmarish predicted saplings complying criticizing

impish prevent goslings coexist improvise

appreciative prohibit hatchlings conspiring comprised

dismissive precaution fledglings community advised
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Week 21: 
inter-/intra-

Week 22: 
-ar/-ary

Week 23: 
ex-/e-

Week 24: 
-some/-ful/-ous

Week 25: 
re-/un

intramural solar emigrate wonderful unafraid

intermission rectangle expansion hilarious uninviting

internet interstellar elimination bothersome refreshing

interpersonal boundary eradication resourceful unknown

intrapersonal stationary expanded advantageous reworked

intravenous lunar exhaling mysterious unintelligible

interfere solitary excursions fearsome reversed

intrastate globular excerpt cautiously redeem

international nuclear ejected troublesome renewed

interlocked extraordinary explosion awesome regretted

Week 26:
 
-arium/

um/-ary/-ory/-ori/

Week 27:
 

ob-/of-/op-/oc-
Week 28: 

-ial/-al
Week 29: 

epi-/ep-
Week 30:
 -age/-ic

library opponent crucial epidemic poetic

terrariums occasion torrential epoch nostalgic

observatory obligation mathematical epitome idyllic

aviary obliterate financial epidermis enthusiastic

conservatory occurred

offensive

behavioral episode generic

aquarium bacterial epoxy atomic

penitentiary objection biomedical epilogue charismatic

emporium obstinate agricultural epitaph shortage

laboratory oppressive original epistles coverage

auditorium phenomenal epiphany rhythmic
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Week 31: 
ante-/fore-

Week 32: 
-th/-t

Week 33: 
mono-/poly-

Week 34: 
-ity/-ty

Week 35: 
dif-/dis-

antebellum wrath monorail capability disaster

foremost warmth monologue complexity disguise

foresight strength polymath feasibility discern

foreground drought monocle advisability distrust

foreboding sloth polysyllabic compatibility disappointed

antecedents width polymer radioactivity disarm

forestall height monochrome utility disorient

foreshadow growth polygon uncertainty disarray

forethought depth monotone plausibility disseminate

forewarn sleight polytheism safety

Week 36: 
-en/-ify

Week 37: 
at-/ad-

Week 38: 
-ent/-ence

Week 39: 
ec-/ef-

Week 40: 
-ant/-ance

mystify attention innocent ecstatic important

golden adjoining patience eclipse

effect

exuberance

hasten admire diligence relevant

exemplify adjacent resilience eccentric vigilant

beautify attune diligent eclectic

efficient

effusive

abundance

soften attractive expedient significance

sweeten attitude expedience abundant

horrify attain patient ecstasy

efface

effervescent

reluctant

sicken adhesive resilient vigilance

personify admit lenient exuberant
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